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SPORTSLIFESTYLE ENTERTAINMENT
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audience

200,000+ 
pageviews a month 



editorial

e-commerce

video

social media

platforms



>>platforms



FEATURED AREA

NEWS REEL

TRENDING THEPLAYBOOK.ASIA
The Playbook’s main content 

hub for daily updates in from the 
world of sneakers, sports,  

and entertainment.

editorial



PRODUCT LAUNCHES

editorial

Total article views: 40,885 

EVENT ANNOUNCEMENTS

Total article views: 69,325 

DATE NIGHT IDEAS/BRO JIO

Total article views: 60,897 

BRO TIPS & STORIES

Total article views: 45,035

PAST VIRAL ARTICLES



social media

@THEPLAYBOOKASIA
Every paid advertorial comes with 

a value-added social media posting 
to maximise the reach of your content. 

Additionally, standalone social media 
postings and campaigns are available 

including amplification and giveaways.

social media



VIDEO ARTICLES
The Playbook publishes video articles to engage viewers on a 
whole new level, deepening brand engagement and awareness.

video

01  
What is Bossaball? 
A crash course into the world of Bossaball, a newly 
invented sport that combines soccer and volleyball.

02  
Who is Doctor Strange? 
A month before the premiere of Marvel’s Doctor Strange,  
we introduce the character to the average movie goer 
who may be unfamiliar with the name. 
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SHOWS
The Playbook also produces online shows such as The Playroom 
to engage audiences via personalities and unique segments.

video

THE PLAYROOM 
On The Playroom, we invite special  
guests to join us in our very own 
‘mancave’ to chill out and chat over a 
game of FIFA. 
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DANIEL LIM 
THE PLAYBOOK 

KEVIN LESTER 
aka THELIONCITYBOY 



>>advertise with us



GRVTY Media is a digital media group with the region’s top online 
publications. We build inspiring media brands that people love and inspire 
better daily choices through relevant, educational and meaningful content.



contact us

THE PLAYBOOK ASIA 
16 Shaw Road 
#03-10 
Singapore 367954 
info@theplaybook.asia 

theplaybook.asia 

DANIEL LIM 
Managing Editor 
+65 8263 5622 
daniel@theplaybook.asia 


